Game 1: PAIRSPEARS
2 Ways to Play:
1. Beginner: Choose a picture pattern.
2. Advanced: Choose a picture pattern and hidden picture pattern.

Step 1: Place your clues down (hint: choose the ones you think are the most clues).
Step 2: Place your first guess in an empty space.
Step 3: Flip the space to an empty space if the guess is correct.
Step 4: If the guess is incorrect, flip the space to a shaded space.

Game 2: PairPoints
Step 1: Place your clues down (hint: choose the ones you think are the most clues).
Step 2: Place your first guess in an empty space.
Step 3: Flip the space to an empty space if the guess is correct.
Step 4: If the guess is incorrect, flip the space to a shaded space.

Unmatched words: This grid scores 10 points.
Matched words: This grid scores 16 points.

PAIRSPEARS

Advanced Grid Examples

2 players 11 tiles each (9 tiles for each player)

Beginner Grid Examples

2 players 13 tiles each (9 tiles for each player)
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Teach the alphabet
Enhance spelling skills
Foster problem solving
Build early reading skills
Improve critical thinking
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Activity 1: Pattern Grouping
Group it into a sequence plan thinking back weeks.

Activity 2: Learn Your A-B-C's
Now, arrange each alphabet piece together.

Activity 3: Letter Hunt
Put a letter from the table and sound it out.

Activity 4: Sound It Out
Put a letter from the table and sound it out.

Activity 1: Alphabetical Order
Group each of letters in series from A to Z start to finish.

Activity 2: Word Pairs
Make each word say the words are capable of the spellings:

Activity 3: Rhyming
Make rhyming words in every circle of the spellings:

Activity 4: Fill in the Blank
One circle, one word is a blank space with every circle.

Build word match patterns
Great for preschoolers!
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Enhance spelling skills
Foster problem solving
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Improve critical thinking
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